Intermediate filaments in biology and disease.
Intermediate filaments comprise a large heterogenous family of proteins in animal cells. Distinct from microfilaments and microtubules, they are a major component of the cytoskeleton and nuclear envelope. The expression of intermediate filament protein types is developmentally regulated and relatively cell type specific. Although there are at least five distinct classes of intermediate filament types, all the subunit proteins have similar structural features and appear to have envolved from some common gene ancestor. The cytoplasmic intermediate filaments exhibit a complex organization, forming associations with components of the nucleus, plasma membrane, and potentially other cytoplasmic structures such as microtubules. The specific function of this prominent cytoplasmic structure is currently unknown. However, the organization or expression of intermediate filaments is known to be altered in association with a variety of human diseases. Currently, specific antibodies to individual intermediate filament proteins are being used as an immunohistochemical aid for tumor typing in diagnostic pathology.